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Cassioli focuses on developing specific solu-
tions for the storage and handling of raw mate-
rials, semi-finished and finished products. We manu-
facture specific automated systems for distribution 
centres, picking systems, various types of conveyors and 
everything necessary for corporate intralogistics.
In today’s global marketplace, companies need to increase the 
efficiency, flexibility and productivity of their plants and the ma-
chinery that serves them. Cassioli’s innovative automated 
systems allow precise and safe handling and storage of a 
wide variety of materials, optimising space, guaranteeing 
speed and precision of operations and reducing the risk 
of physical damage to the goods. Our systems contain 
different types of automated warehouses, stacker 
cranes, machinery with various gripping devices, 
AGVLGV automatic units, conveyors, Rail Guided 
Vehicles, SLS, EMS - Electrified Monorail 
Systems and much more machinery to 
allow fast and safe transport, improving 
productivity and significantly redu-
cing management costs.
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- RAW MATERIAL STORAGE
- SEMI-FINISHED PANELS WAREHOUSE: CARTESIO
- MULTI-DEPTH WAREHOUSE
- FINISHED PRODUCT STORAGE: F.A.ST.
- AUTOMATED GUIDED VEHICLES AGV-LGV FOR RAW MATERIAL 

From 2005, following the development of the FAST system, Cassioli began to 
collaborate with RGS Automazioni, an Italian company that offers engineering 
services for the construction of industrial automation systems. The synergy 
between RGS Automazioni and Cassioli has meant that, over the years, the 
collaboration between the two companies has extended to the entire furniture 
sector. On the following pages you will find some of our automation solutions 
for the furniture sector:

AUTOMATION FOR 
FURNITURE SECTOR
Collaboration with RGS  Automazioni
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RAW MATERIAL STORAGE

The automated warehouse for raw ma-
terial is the ideal solution for automated 
panel storage. 
The system may be adopted in all wor-
king contexts where modern worksta-
tions require frequent handling of 
semi-finished products. 
In particular, the Cassioli warehouse for 
raw material is highly effective in pro-
duction process where the “lot size of 
one” method of operation has lead to 
the need for special, highperformance 
storage systems.
The Cassioli raw material storage 
system can efficiently manage handling 
of the single panels (warehouse outfeed 
flow) and stacks (infeed flow, typically on 
fork lift-trucks).
This system, which can automatically 
retrieve single panels from the stack, 
opens the door to new horizons in the 
field of automated panel processing.
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SEMI-FINISHED PANELS WAREHOUSE 
CARTESIO
CARTESIO is the super efficient unscrambler 
for the furniture industry. Thanks to its mo-
dular architecture, it can manage storage of 
up to 10,000 panels and input / output 
rates of 24 pieces / minute. Compared to 
circular solutions (silos), the rectangular 
modularity of the CARTESIO allows, for the 
same production area occupied, greater 
capacity and double handling capacity. The 
unscrambler power supply can be massive 
and disordered, the output to the drilling 
machines or to the packaging will always be 
ordered according to the production pro-
gramming logic. CARTESIO solves organiza-
tional problems by simplifying the internal 
logistics of the plant and reducing pro-
duction inefficiencies. It becomes absolutely 
necessary in the management of the "batch 
1" production methodology, because it rear-
ranges the panels produced according to 
cutting optimization towards a logic orien-
ted towards enslavement of the drilling 
departments.
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From a construction point of view, the CARTESIO unscrambler is 
specifically developed for the furniture sector. The horizontal rack 
structure means that the panel is always raised and never 
stapled: lacquered, shaped or perforated elements can be moved 
easily, without the risk of damaging the finish and with different 
thicknesses without the need for tool change. Furthermore, the 
support surface up to 10 meters in length is completely free from 
constraints: the warehouse does not require configurations and 
accepts pieces that vary in length, width and thickness, always 
with maximum optimization, even in multi-depth.
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PANEL DIMENSIONS
WIDTH FROM 100 mm TO 1600 mm

LENGTH FROM 200 mm TO 3200 mm

MAXIMUM HEIGHT 15 METERS

MAXIMUM MODULE LENGTH: 10 METERS

CARTESIO DIMENSION

MULTI-DEPTH
POSSIBILITY OF HAVING UP TO 4 PANELS COMBINED

CARTESIO
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The panels (even of different sizes) can be allocated on 
the shelves individually in different load cycles. 
The system, through the volumetric control of all the 
pieces managed, allows to obtain the best combination 
obtainable on the shelf. 
The CARTESIO unscrambler represents the optimized 
solution for the management of the panels being pro-
cessed between machines such as panel saws, edge 
banding machines, boring machines, etc. expected and, 
therefore, with the best performance obtainable. 
In terms of cycle, the resulting system allows the panels 
to be deposited and removed in a short time in order to 
satisfy the high rates typical of modern panel proces-
sing centers.
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MULTI-DEPTH
WAREHOUSE

The Cassioli multi-depth automa-
ted warehouses allow optimal use 
of warehouse space, thanks to the 
high-density ISAT pallet shuttles, 
that  pick and place the various 
load units on the shelves. This 
system allows many pallets to be 
stored one in front of the other on 
one level, optimizing the available 
space.
With the IMASTER shuttle, the ISAT 
combine high storage capacity 
with high numbers of movements. 
IMASTER is a fully automatic shutt-
le on guide rails that transfers the 
satellite to the different storage 
channels.
In systems with IMASTER shuttles, 
the number of movements or 
cycles/hour is multiplied by the 
number of levels in the warehouse.
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FINISHED PRODUCT
STORAGE : F. A . ST.

F.A.ST. is the innovative CASSIOLI system, capable of increa-
sing the efficacy and efficiency of the production and distri-
bution processes for companies that plan production based 
on demand planning logic. 
The F.A.ST. system allows obtaining performance levels that 
are inconceivable with any other traditional storage system: 
the innovative operating logic based on just in time pro-
duction plan sharing and the original device for retrieval of 
the boxes (assembled and disassembled furniture, etc.) are 
features that make F.A.ST. a unique and patented system.
The F.A.ST. system allows optimising finished product storing 
activities, customer order grouping activities and product 
shipment.
Conventional handling systems often end up operating 
under extreme difficulty, in contexts in which merchandise 
incoming from various production lines must be stored (albeit 
for the shortest time possible) while waiting for everything 
that is required for a given order to be ready.
This creates not only production problems, but also logistic,
storage, handling and management problems. 
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F.A.ST. overcomes the defects of traditional warehouses 
used in the furniture manufacturing sector such as, for 
example, not guaranteeing unit selectivity of the packa-
ge (“multi-neck” pallet systems that use pallets); only 
handle packages with similar dimensions (systems with 
gripping devices on the single package); force the system 
to handle the package in one unit (waste of time).
The Cassioli F.A.ST. introduces a completely innovative 
operating method, capable of obtaining great advanta-
ges in terms of time and costs.

The development of certain patents renders this type of 
system innovative, compared to warehouses with “sin-
gle-package” picking devices, F.A.ST. allow trasferring multile 
items simultaneously, both during loading and unloading,
drastically reducing the workload for the stacker crane
and increasing the operating potential thereof; compared to 
batch, conveyor belt, roller conveyor and fork-based 
warehouses, F.A.ST. permits totally random supply and ma-
maximum optimisation of production organisation; F.A.ST. 
can manage package dimension that differ greatly the one 
from the other, on the same grouping.
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Taking advantage of the possibility of keeping all storage 
fronts open, that is all the references in which the packages 
must be grouped (for the shipment), companies can pass from 
ordered production by job order, to random production by 
typology (that is, production with an optimised logic that is 
independent with respect to the sorting required to complete 
customer orders). F.A.ST. solves the well-known problem of 
keeping a consonant number of “open” pallets at the end of 
the production line, on which to place the packages produced, 
with evident difficulties and rapid system saturation. In furni-
ture manufacturing companies not equipped with F.A.ST., the 
line must follow ordered production plans, starting from the 
machines at the head of the line that bore semi-worked 
elements. This limitation means that picking must be carried 
out in the same order and the machines are subject to conti-
nuous set-ups. On the contrary, with F.A.ST., production may 
be carried out by typology, that is, faster picking operations, 
grouping by type of package to be produced and not by custo-
mer. The machines also benefit from this situation, repeating 
the same machining process more than once before changing 
programme. Reordering the packages according to the various 
job orders is then carried out by the F.A.ST. warehouse. The 
system handles and stores the product in the warehouse 
without the use of pallets or test panels. This objective was 
reached by studying and designing a unique system for item 
retrieval and deposit, based on a thrust mechanism. The 
patented system allows F.A.ST. to handle items characterised 
by considerable variability of shape, weight, consistency and 
size. The pick-up device has functional characteristics that 
allow it to adjust to various heights in the storing cell.
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F.A.ST allows joint pick-up of multiple items in a single machine cycle. 
In terms of logistic indicators, the foregoing feature translates into a 
significant reduction of the time required to transfer the merchandise 
from the warehouse to the loading platforms for shipment. 
It is also important to highlight the overall reduction in logistic costs 
regarding storage and handling. 
This results in a cost reduction for those areas normally engaged in 
manual picking for order consolidation and, more generally, in the 
significant advantage of not having to tie production to warehouse 
logic.
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OPTIMIZED PRODUCTION BY PRODUCT AND NOT BY REFERENCE

ELIMINATION OF THE PROBLEMS OF DELAYS

OPTIMIZATION OF STORAGE VOLUMES

POSSIBILITY OF MODULAR FUTURE EXPANSION

SIMULTANEOUS MANAGEMENT OF FURNITURE AND SALES

AUTOMATIC PICKING MANAGEMENT OF MARKETED SALES

AVOIDING HANDLING OF EMPTY PALLETS (OR SUPPORT PANELS OR CONTAINERS)

JUST IN TIME MODIFICATION OF THE SEQUENCE OF PRODUCTION AND SHIPPING PROGRAMS

REDUCTION OF DAMAGE TO MERCHANDISE COMPARED TO MANUAL HANDLING

REDUCTION OF THE RISK OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS

F.A.ST.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

WIDTH 

HEIGHT

MAX LOAD OF GOODS ON A SHELF

LENGTH

UP TO 1300  (mm)

FROM 15  TO 900 (mm)

250 kg

UP TO 3200  (mm)
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AUTOMATED GUIDED VEHICLES 
FOR RAW MATERIAL 

Cassioli’s Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) is an 
extremely flexible solution for goods handling 
and an excellent alternative to conveyors and 
hand trucks. The AGV system guarantees full 
integration between the high-level information 
system used by the customer (Customer, Host, 
departmental system, SAP, etc.) and other ma-
nagement systems or devices, such as forklifts, 
robotic areas, palletizers, assembly lines and 
automated warehouses. Cassioli’s control 
system monitors all information relating to the 
positioning and status of AGV vehicles, as well as 
requests sent by the production system. This 
allows the system to perform real-time proces-
sing and determination of the most suitable 
route for the current situation (planning and rou-
ting of vehicles). Cassioli’s automatic AGV vehicles 
differ significantly in terms of weight and load 
size, single or multiple load, type of load and 
navigation system: Cassioli will develop the opti-
mal solution, based on customer requirements, 
whatever the size and type of load to be handled
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